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Long before
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production day…



HOW TO IDENTIFY YOUR BEST STORY
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Messaging strategy: Know your goals.
Know your audience.
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The
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pre-interview.



THE PRE-INTERVIEW: HOW TO FIND YOUR BEST STORIES

What is a pre-interview and why 
should I conduct one?
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Pre-interview goals: Story discovery.
Story alignment with messaging strategy.
Storyteller ability: Camera awareness?
Emotionally vulnerable? Unique story
details?



THE PRE-INTERVIEW: HOW TO FIND YOUR BEST STORIES

The Army Distaff Foundation: Lee’s Story
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ADF Video Gala Goals: To share
what the ADF is. To show the
deep impact the ADF has on an
individual’s life. To show how
relevant the original mission
still is today. Raise money.



THE PRE-INTERVIEW: HOW TO FIND YOUR BEST STORIES

The Army Distaff Foundation: Lee’s Story
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To share

deep impact the ADF has on an

relevant the original mission

Lee’s Pre-interview



THE PRE-INTERVIEW: HOW TO FIND YOUR BEST STORIES

Preparing for a Pre-Interview
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Drafting pre-interview questions (goal =
Broad and general with the

big picture in mind. The Army Distaff
Foundation pre-interview questions.

discovery).



WRITE THE RIGHT QUESTIONS

Lee’s Pre-Interview Questions
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Tell me a little about your husband’s service.
one of your favorite military adventures?

What was
Tell me how

you found Knollwood. What does a day in your life look
like here? Dig for details as much as possible:
you spend your time?
Is it nice having the military camaraderie around you?
To someone who might not know, what is that like?

How do
Who do you enjoy interacting with?



THE PRE-INTERVIEW: HOW TO FIND YOUR BEST STORIES

Choose Your Storyteller

#reliantstudios

Two rounds of cuts. Warmth and
emotion. Storytelling ability.
personal engagement with the story.

Round 1:
Your own

Round 2: Which story aligns best with the
video’s goals? Which story aligns best with
the target audience?



Write the
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right questions.



WRITE THE RIGHT QUESTIONS

Drafting a Story Arc
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CHALLENGE

STRUGGLE

RESOLUTION
BACKSTORY



WRITE THE RIGHT QUESTIONS

Drafting a Story Arc

#reliantstudios

Lee’s Story Arc: Backstory: Lee and her husband’s
lives were military. He served as an officer and they
lived all over the world, making wonderful memories.

living away from family in an apartment by herself in
Florida.

Challenge: Lee’s husband passed away leaving her

Struggle: She tried to cope on her own - even
moving to DC to live with her son and daughter-in-law,
but was very lonely and depressed. Resolution: She
found Knollwood and all the joy and new life it could
offer her!



WRITE THE RIGHT QUESTIONS

Know the Emotional Triggers
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Lee’s emotional triggers: Husband’s illness/
death. Isolation.
Life at Knollwood now.

First tour of Knollwood.
Her passion for the

mission of ADF.



WRITE THE RIGHT QUESTIONS

Now get to work!
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When writing interview questions: They
should be open-ended.
than the pre-interview.

Much more specific
Should act as a guide

to navigate both the Story Arc and the
Emotional Triggers.



WRITE THE RIGHT QUESTIONS

Lee’s Interview Questions
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How did you meet your husband / start dating?
a list of some of the places you lived and served through

Give me

the years. Tell me what he loved about flying. Tell me
about the helicopter he test-piloted in Germany! What
was life like in the apartment? What did you feel during
during that time? Tell me about the first time you walked
into Knollwood. What did you think? Fill in the blank:
The Army Distaff Foundation is… What does the support
of ADF donors mean to you personally?



WRITE THE RIGHT QUESTIONS

Quotes!
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The moment I moved here, I became happy again.
When I walked into Knollwood, I thought “This is
the answer to my prayers.”
and I dearly love it. I would never think about moving

I have been here four years

anywhere else. There is everything you can possibly
think of here at Knollwood.



Interview
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techniques.



INTERVIEW TECHNIQUES
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Know your Questions and Story Arc.



INTERVIEW TECHNIQUES
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Mind your nonverbals:

the conversation. Maintain an open stance:
arms open, face interviewee squarely. Relax.
Match the interviewee’s pace of speech and
grammatical style.

Maintain eye-contact.
Nod and engage your facial expressions in



INTERVIEW TECHNIQUES
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Use Restatements.



INTERVIEW TECHNIQUES
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Peel the Onion: The Cognitive
The Emotional
Tying it all together

Response.
Response.
with closure and hope.



INTERVIEW TECHNIQUES
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Embrace the pause.



INTERVIEW TECHNIQUES
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Don’t take notes.



INTERVIEW TECHNIQUES
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Eliminate distractions



INTERVIEW TECHNIQUES
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Work on yourself first.



Tying it all Together
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Prepare for and Conduct Pre-Interviews
Select your Story
Organize a Story Arc and Emotional Triggers

TYING IT ALL TOGETHER

Draft a Messaging Strategy

Draft Interview Questions
Success! An interview that:

Tells a compelling story
Achieves your Messaging Strategy Goals
Connects deeply to your target audience#reliantstudios



Lee’s Story
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Thank You
reliantstudios.com

@reliantstudios
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